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This work describes the results of a comprehensive intercomparison experiment of dynamical and statis-
tical downscaling methods performed in the framework of the SPECS (http://www.specs-fp7.eu) and
EUPORIAS (http://www.euporias.eu) projects for seasonal forecasting over Europe, a region which exhi-
bits low-to-moderate seasonal forecast skill. We considered a 15-member hindcast provided by the EC-
EARTH global model (similar to ECMWF System 4, but using bias corrected SST) for the period 1991–
2012. In particular, we focus on summer mean temperature and evaluate the added value of downscaling
for representation of the local climatology (mean values and extremes), improvement of model skill and
performance in particular heatwave episodes. Whereas the suitability of dynamical downscaling for
reducing the orographic biases of the global model depends on the region and model considered, statis-
tical downscaling can systematically reduce errors in different order moments, from the mean to the
extremes (as represented by the 95th percentile here). However, both dynamical and statistical methods
lead to similar skill patterns with about the same overall performance as the global model, which shows
higher values in south-eastern Europe. Therefore, no relevant added value is found in terms of model skill
improvement. Finally, when focusing on the heatwaves of 2003, 2006, 2010 and 2012, the limitations of
the global model to detect these hot episodes are inherited by all dynamical and statistical downscaling
methods so no added value is neither found in this aspect. This work provides, to our knowledge, the lar-
gest and most comprehensive intercomparison of statistical and dynamical downscaling for seasonal
forecasting over Europe.
 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Practical Implications
Dynamical and statistical downscaling methods allow transferring the coarse biased seasonal predictions from global ocean–at-
mosphere coupled models to the regional/local spatial scales required in impact studies, providing thus actionable products which
properly represent the local features of interest. However, whereas both approaches have been extensively used and critically
assessed in climate change studies, their added value for seasonal forecasting is not well understood yet, and comprehensive inter-
comparison studies over Europe are still lacking.
In this work we focus on this problem and consider several representative dynamical and statistical methods—which have been
used in the framework of the SPECS (http://www.specs-fp7.eu) and EUPORIAS (http://www.euporias.eu) projects—to downscale the
seasonal forecasts of summer temperature over Europe from a state-of-the-art global model. We evaluate the (possible) added value
of downscaling, both dynamical and statistical, in terms of representativeness of the local climatology (mean values and extremes),
improvement of model skill and performance in particular extreme episodes (2003, 2006, 2012 and 2012 heatwaves). This compre-
hensive intercomparison provides therefore key information for European stakeholders focused on different socio-economic sectors.
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depends on the region and model considered, statistical downscaling can systematically reduce errors in different order moments,
from the mean to the extremes (as represented by the 95th percentile here), providing thus more realistic climate information than
global models do. This can have important practical implications for different user applications in a range of sectors such as agricul-
ture, energy, health or tourism, for which the use of realistic seasonal forecasts is increasingly growing. For the case of dynamical
downscaling, it is worth to mention that sophisticated quantile mapping techniques have been recently applied to regional models
so that they match the local observation’s statistics grid box by grid box. This approach (dynamical downscaling followed by bias
adjustment) has become a common practice in different user applications—particularly in the context of multi-decadal climate
change, where regional climate projections are readily available—and it is preferable to the direct bias adjustment of the global
model outputs, particularly when local (point-wise) information is required.
Differently, no relevant added value is found in terms of model skill improvement, neither for dynamical nor for statistical meth-
ods. Both downscaling approaches lead to similar skill patterns (evaluated by means of the ROC Skill Score here) with about the
same overall performance as the global model, which shows low-to-moderate skill over most of the continent—the highest skill
being located over south-eastern Europe and for cold events. Similar conclusions have been also reported in Nikulin et al. (2018)
for East Africa, a region with different skill and climate characteristics. Nevertheless, note that the ROC Skill Score (ROCSS) is not
sensitive to mean errors and thus, other bias-dependent performance measures such as the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) or
the Continuous Ranked Probability Skill Score (CRPSS) could still indicate that some added value may be obtained from downscal-
ing. As for the ROCSS, no added value is found here in terms of reliability, neither for dynamical nor for statistical methods, all of
them yielding similar results, overall comparable to the ones provided by the global model. This suggests that other strategies rather
than downscaling, such as the use of probability calibration techniques (Primo et al., 2009), might be needed to improve the relia-
bility of the global seasonal forecasts over Europe. However, since they work based on interannual probabilities, these techniques
require long hindcasts (over 30 years) for proper calibration and validation. This should be taken into account when defining the
hindcasts feeding climate services such as Copernicus (http://www.copernicus.eu).
Finally, when focusing on particular heatwaves (2003, 2006, 2010 and 2012), dynamical and statistical methods are shown to
inherit the limitations of the global model, which fails in detecting these anomalously hot episodes, both in magnitude (much lower
than observed) and location. Despite this, recent works have found that models can reach some skill for prediction of these events if
soil moisture is properly initialized. Yet, further research is still needed in order to assess the performance of raw and downscaled
seasonal climate data to forecast extreme indicators such as hot/cold spells, which may be relevant for different practical
applications.
In summary, beyond the reduction of global model biases, our results indicate that there is no clear signal of added value for
downscaling, neither dynamical nor statistical, for seasonal forecasts of summer temperature over Europe. Moreover, in agreement
with a previous intercomparison study performed in south-eastern USA (Schoof et al., 2009), there is no clear indication on which of
the two approaches is preferable. In this regard, it is important to note the elevated requirements of dynamical downscaling (as com-
pared to statistical one) in terms of computing resources and time. For instance, whereas the WRF model took on 190,000 core hours
in the Altamira HPC facility—which is part of the Spanish Supercomputer Network (see acknowledgements),—the statistical methods
considered required less than 6 core hours to downscale the whole experiment in a regular workstation. Therefore, dynamical down-
scaling experiments should be carefully designed in order to maximize the information gained from such expensive simulations.
With respect to the statistical methods, we have considered in this work two daily Perfect Prognosis (PP) and one monthly Model
Output Statistics (MOS) techniques. It is worth to highlight that, when applied under a leave-one-out cross-validation framework,
the MOS technique was found to provide worse results than the PP ones for all validation aspects considered. However, if no
cross-validation is performed, high artificial skill appears as a result of model overfitting, outperforming all other methods. This
warns on the misuse of MOS methods for monthly/seasonal forecasting.
The results from this work constitute the most comprehensive to date intercomparison of dynamical and statistical downscaling
for seasonal forecasts on a continental scale. However, it must be noticed that the conclusions drawn here are only for summer tem-
perature over Europe, and may be not extensible to other variables, regions and seasons. Further investigation is still needed to pro-
vide a more conclusive overview on the merits and limitations of dynamical and statistical downscaling for seasonal forecasting.
Both the global and downscaled (dynamical and statistical) seasonal forecasts used in this work have been published for the
ECOMS’ community through the User Data Gateway (UDG: http://meteo.unican.es/udg-tds, ecoms catalog), which combines a
THREDDS data server with web-services to manage datasets, catalogs, users and authorization protocols, leading to a practical tool
to explore and access the available datasets (see Cofin˜o et al., 2018, for details).1. Introduction
Global ocean–atmosphere coupled models are the primary tool
used nowadays to generate seasonal climate forecasts. However,
these models suffer from substantial biases (when compared with
surface observations) and are unable to provide useful information
at the regional or local spatial scales required in a number of sec-
tors such as agriculture, energy, health, tourism or insurance (see
Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013, and references therein). Therefore, an
increasing interest has been focused in downscaling methods,
which can transfer these global predictions to the regional/local
spatial scales, providing thus actionable products representing
the local features of interest. There are two main approaches to
downscale climate information: statistical and dynamical. The lat-
ter is computationally very expensive, particularly in the case of
seasonal forecasting where several members and initializations
have to be downscaled. Moreover, the few existing experienceswith dynamical models in seasonal forecasting have been mostly
focused on tropical regions with moderate-to-high skill (see, e.g.
Chou et al., 2005; Diro et al., 2012; Yoon et al., 2012; Diro, 2016).
Thus, downscaling of seasonal forecasts has mainly relied on statis-
tical methods (see Gutiérrez et al., 2013a, for a review), and studies
over Europe, the target region in this work, are very scarce (Díez
et al., 2005; Frı´as et al., 2010; Dı´ez et al., 2011; Patarcˇic´ and
Brankovic´, 2012).
In contrast to the tropics, seasonal predictability over Europe is
still limited (see, e.g., Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013, and references
therein). However, the recent advances made with regard to the
predictability of the NAO (see, e.g., Scaife et al., 2014) and the
new potential sources for seasonal skill such as global warming,
stratosphere-troposphere interactions and soil processes (see,
e.g., Koster et al., 2010; Cohen and Jones, 2011) pave the way for
better seasonal forecasts. As a result, there is a growing interest
for this type of predictions, which are being demanded by different
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promising region and present the results of an intercomparison
experiment with dynamical and statistical downscaling methods
carried out in the framework of the SPECS (http://www.specs-
fp7.eu) and EUPORIAS (http://www.euporias.eu) projects. There-
fore, this paper provides timely and useful information on the
added value of the different downscaling approaches for seasonal
forecasts, which is nowadays limited for European stakeholders.
Dynamical downscaling is based on regional models, which run
on a relatively fine grid (e.g. 10–20 km) over a limited domain (e.g.
Europe) initialized and driven at the boundaries by the coarse glo-
bal model outputs (see, e.g., Laprise, 2008). These models are able
to generate regional predictions for a suite of climate variables, but
still may suffer from significant biases which require post-
processing with bias adjustment techniques before they can be
used in impact applications (Yoon et al., 2012). In this work we
consider three regional models (RACMO2, WRF and RegCM) which
have been previously used over Europe in a series of multi-decadal
climate change coordinated experiments such as EURO-CORDEX
(Jacob et al., 2014).
Statistical downscaling is based on empirical relationships
derived between a local observed predictand of interest (summer
temperature in this case) and one or several suitable model predic-
tors, either from reanalysis (in the Perfect Prognosis, PP, approach)
or from global seasonal forecasting systems (Model Output Statis-
tics, MOS, approach). In this work we consider two representative
PP techniques (analogs and multiple linear regression), which have
been previously calibrated over Europe in the framework of the
COST action VALUE (Maraun et al., 2015), and one MOS regression
technique. Note that statistical downscaling methods could in
principle take advantage of atmospheric teleconnections by
extending the predictor region well beyond the target region or
by using different teleconnection indices as predictors. However,
most of the teleconnections patterns responsible for seasonal vari-
ability (e.g. ENSO) have in general weak effect over Europe (see,
e.g., Rust et al., 2015; Brands, 2017). Therefore, these ad hoc meth-
ods are left out in this work and deserve a separate study, focusing
on variables and seasons for which teleconnections are stronger.
The relative merits and limitations of dynamical and statistical
downscaling have been widely discussed in the literature (see, e.g,.
Wilby and Wigley, 1997; Fowler et al., 2007; Maraun et al., 2010;
Winkler et al., 2011) and it is nowadays recognized that both are
complementary in many practical applications. Nevertheless,
whereas both approaches have been extensively used and critically
assessed in climate change studies (see, e.g., Murphy, 2000; Spak
et al., 2007, for an example over Europe and North America, respec-
tively), their added value for seasonal forecasting is not well under-
stood yet, and there is a lack of comprehensive intercomparison
studies over Europe—the few existing experiences are quite incon-
clusive or provide limited information for this region (see, e.g.
Shukla and Lettenmaier, 2013).
Therefore, the main goal of this paper is to analyze the added
value of dynamical and statistical downscaling over Europe, focus-
ing on summer (JJA) mean temperature, which was one of the case
studies selected by the Cross-Cutting Theme 3 (CCT3) in the SPECS
project. To this aim, we consider a state-of-the-art global seasonal
forecasting system, developed in the framework of the EUPORIAS
project and based on the EC-EARTH model (more details in
Nikulin et al., 2018) and downscale its 15-member hindcast for
the period 1991–2012 over Europe using the different downscaling
alternatives previously mentioned. In particular, we and evaluate
the added value of downscaling considering three aspects: 1) rep-
resentativeness of the local climatology (mean values and
extremes), 2) improvement of model skill, and 3) performance in
particular extreme episodes (2003, 2006, 2012 and 2012 heat-
waves). Several verification metrics and indicators are consideredto this aim. The results from this work constitute the most compre-
hensive to date intercomparison of dynamical and statistical
downscaling for seasonal forecasts on a continental scale (note that
a dynamical versus statistical comparison for downscaling of sea-
sonal forecasts of precipitation have been done in Nikulin et al.
(2018) for East Africa).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the
data and experimental framework used, describing the statistical
and dynamical methods considered. The results obtained are pre-
sented and discussed through Section 3. Finally, the most impor-
tant conclusions are given in Section 4.2. Methods and data
2.1. Observations
In this work we used daily gridded observations from E-OBS—in
particular its version 11 (Haylock et al., 2008),—at a regular 0.25
resolution, as the reference dataset to train the different downscal-
ing methods and validate the raw and downscaled seasonal predic-
tions. Although observational uncertainty may be an important
source of uncertainty in downscaling and validation studies
(Nikulin et al., 2018), in this work we do not consider this factor
due to the high quality and density of temperature records over
Europe from which E-OBS has been built.
2.2. Global seasonal predictions
The global seasonal predictions considered in this work have
been produced in the framework of the EUPORIAS project, using
EC-EARTH version 3.1 (Hazeleger et al., 2010). This model was
run in atmosphere-only mode with an effective horizontal resolu-
tion of about 75 km, forced by the bias-corrected SST pattern from
the corresponding ECMWF System 4 forecasts (more details in
Nikulin et al., 2018). Here we downscale the full hindcast available,
consisting of 15 members initialized on the first of May and pro-
viding data from May to September for the period 1991 to 2012.
All members were initialized from identical atmosphere and soil
conditions (including soil moisture), which were directly taken
from the ECMWF System 4, and they only differ in the SST/sea
ice initial state and forcing. As indicated in the introduction, this
work provides dynamically and statistically downscaled summer
(JJA) mean temperatures for the whole Europe during the 22-
year period 1991–2012.
2.3. Dynamical downscaling
In this work, we considered three regional models used in
SPECS to downscale the EC-EARTH global model. On the one hand,
RACMO2 (run by KNMI) and WRF (run by CSIC-UCAN), which were
run over the EURO-CORDEX domain at 0.22 resolution. On the
other hand, RegCM (run by ENEA), which was run over the Med-
CORDEX domain (Ruti et al., 2016) at 30 km resolution. They are
described next.
RACMO2 (van Meijgaard et al., 2012) is a hydrostatic model pri-
marily built on the semi-lagrangian dynamical kernel of HIRLAM
6.3.7 (Undén et al., 2003) and the physical parameterization pack-
age of the ECMWF IFS, basically cy31r2 (similar to the cycle used in
ERA-Interim; ECWMF, 2007, but containing a few modifications
and extensions). The version used here is the same as used in the
EURO-CORDEX experiments, employing 40 hybrid coordinate full
vertical levels and using the following physical parameterizations:
a short wave radiation transfer scheme with 6 spectral intervals
(Fouquart and Bonnel, 1980); RRTM 16 intervals for long wave
radiative transfer (Mlawer et al., 1997); the Eddy-Diffusivity Mass
Fig. 1. Interannual correlation between EC-EARTH and ERA-Interim for a number of
key predictor variables typically used for statistical downscaling of temperatures.
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bulent kinetic energy (Lenderink and Holtslag, 2004), to describe
dry and moist turbulent mixing processes and shallow convection
in the boundary layer; the HTESSEL scheme (Balsamo et al., 2009)
with revised land surface hydrology (introduced in cycle33r1;
ECWMF, 2009) to describe land surface/soil processes; a bulk mass
flux scheme originally developed by Tiedtke (1989) with many
extensions to describe deep cumulus convection (Nordeng, 1994;
Neggers et al., 2009); and a prognostic cloud scheme to describe
stratiform clouds and large-scale precipitation (Tiedtke, 1993;
Tompkins et al., 2007). Vegetation maps are inferred from ECOCLI-
MAP (Champeaux et al., 2005). Initial soil moisture was obtained
by remapping the EC-EARTH soil wetness index onto the own
regional model grid, so that soil moisture values fall in the range
governed by local soil moisture wilting point and field capacity.
The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF; Skamarock et al.,
2008) modelling system features a non-hydrostatic dynamical
core, which solves the fully-compressible Euler equations in flux
form. TheWRFmodel used in this work is ARW-WRF-v3.4.1, apply-
ing the configuration used by UCAN in EURO-CORDEX (code
WRF341I). This configuration considers 30 full eta vertical levels
and the following physical parameterizations: CAM scheme
(Collins et al., 2004) for long and short wave radiation; the Yonsei
University (YSU; Hong et al., 2006) non-local closure planetary
boundary layer (PBL) scheme; and the Noah land surface model
(Chen and Dudhia, 2001). For moist processes, the WRF single-
moment scheme with 5 microphysics species (WSM5; Hong
et al., 2006) was used, along with the Kain-Fritsch cumulus scheme
to account for unresolved convection (Kain, 2004).
The RegCM modeling system (Giorgi et al., 2012) is a hydro-
static, compressible, sigma-p vertical coordinate model run on an
Arakawa B-grid in which wind and thermodynamical variables
are horizontally staggered. The version used for this work is the
RegCM-4.3.5.6, which considers 18 sigma-p levels and the follow-
ing physical parameterizations: the CCM3 radiative transfer
scheme (Kiehl et al., 1996); a modified version of the Holtslag
parameterization for the planetary boundary layer (Giorgi et al.,
2012); and the Noah land surface model. For moist processes, the
RegCM configuration considered here uses the cumulus convection
model described in Grell et al. (1994), with a Fritsch-Chappell
scheme for unresolved convection. The resolved scale precipitation
is modeled with the SUBEX parameterization (Pal et al., 2000),
whose parameters have been optimized for the specific model
domain after the configuration adopted by Artale et al. (2010). In
contrast to RACMO2 and WRF, note that the domain covered by
RegCM does not include the northernmost regions of the continent.
2.4. Statistical downscaling
As previously mentioned, statistical downscaling relies on mod-
els/algorithms which link the coarse-resolution global simulated
predictors with the local observed predictand over the area of
interest (see, e.g., von Storch et al., 1993). These models/algorithms
are first trained/calibrated using historical data of both coarse
model predictors and local predictands for a sufficiently long per-
iod (usually a few decades) and then applied to new (e.g., future)
model predictors to obtain the corresponding local downscaled
predictands. According to the nature of predictors used to train
the different models, two approaches for statistical downscaling
exist, namely Perfect Prognosis (PP) and Model Output Statistics
(MOS) (see Marzban et al., 2006, for an interesting discussion on
this). Whereas quasi-observed predictors from reanalysis are used
in PP (see, e.g., Burger and Chen, 2005; Haylock et al., 2006; Fowler
et al., 2007; Hertig and Jacobeit, 2008; Sauter and Venema, 2011;
Gutiérrez et al., 2013b), predictors are directly taken from the glo-
bal model in MOS (see, e.g., Mo and Straus; Sokol, 2003; Kang et al.,2004; Marzban et al., 2006; Vannitsem and Nicolis, 2008). Never-
theless, and despite this conceptual difference, both PP and MOS
the models are calibrated at an event-wise (time-series) level; that
is, making use of the temporal (e.g. day-to-day/season-to-season)
correspondence between predictors and predictands (E-OBS tem-
perature in this case). Thus, since the day-to-day correspondence
with the observations is preserved in the case of reanalysis, PP
techniques can be applied on a daily, monthly or seasonal basis,
whereas MOS techniques require working at monthly or seasonal
time-scales. Here we used two PP and one MOS technique, which
are later described.
To calibrate the two PP techniques, daily predictors from ERA-
Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) at a 2 horizontal resolution
were used. Afterwards, the resulting statistical models were fed
with the corresponding predictors from the EC-EARTH model
(interpolated to the same 2 grid) to obtain the downscaled sea-
sonal predictions. In order to properly harmonize the reanalysis
and the global seasonal forecast data, a simple local scaling correc-
tion was applied to the latter. In particular, for every large-scale
model predictor, monthly mean values were adjusted towards
the corresponding climatological reanalysis values (computed over
the entire period of study 1991–2012), gridbox by gridbox. This
way, we avoid problems that may arise due to the global model
mean biases.
One of the assumptions of the PP approach is that the predictors
used should be well represented by both reanalysis and the global
model (Wilby et al., 2004). Moreover, Manzanas et al. (2017)
showed recently that statistical downscaling methods can yield
significant skill improvements in cases for which the predictor
variables considered are better predicted by the global model than
the target predictand and have a strong link with local weather.
Thus, to assess the suitability of some key predictor variables typ-
ically used for statistical downscaling of temperatures, Fig. 1 shows
their interannual correlation between EC-EARTH and ERA-Interim.
With the exception of temperature at 500 hPa (T500), the highest
correlations are found for two-meter temperature (T2) and mean
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these results, as well as on the work done in Gutiérrez et al.
(2013b), we considered a combination of T2 and SLP as predictors
in this work. These two variables account for thermodynamic and
circulation effects and explain a major part of the variability of the
predictand (note that T500 is not really explicative for surface tem-
perature). Moreover, they allow to exploit the skill of the global
model to the greatest extent.
Building on the comprehensive work done in the COST action
VALUE (Maraun et al., 2015), the two PP methods used here were
independently applied over the eight PRUDENCE zones (see, e.g.,
García-Díez et al., 2015), which were slightly modified here to
cover the entire Europe. Moreover, in order to filter-out the high-
frequency variability which may be not properly linked to the
local-scale, instead of the raw T2 and SLP fields, we used the 15
leading principal components (PCs). PCs (Preisendorfer, 1988)
were obtained, both for the reanalysis and for the seasonal fore-
casts, by projecting the corresponding standardized fields onto
the Empirical Orthogonal Functions obtained from the reanalysis,
which were computed simultaneously on the two predictor vari-
ables, considering the joined vector of standardized fields. The
number of PCs retained, which explain about the 70–90% of the
predictor variance across the different zones, was selected as a
trade-off between model parsimony and goodness-of-fit.
The first of the two PP techniques considered (referred to as PP-
ANA hereafter) is based on the popular analogue technique
(Lorenz, 1969), which estimates the local downscaled values corre-
sponding to a particular atmospheric configuration (as given by the
forecasting model) from the local observations corresponding to a
set of similar (or analog) atmospheric configurations within a his-
torical catalog formed by reanalysis. Here, a deterministic version
of the technique (Zorita et al., 1995; Cubasch et al., 1996) which
considers the closest analog—in terms of the euclidean distance—
was used. In spite of its simplicity, the analog technique performs
as well as more sophisticated ones (Zorita and von Storch, 1999)
and has been applied in several previous studies to downscale tem-
peratures in the context of seasonal forecasting (see, e.g., Frías
et al., 2010).
The second PP technique is a multiple linear regression (PP-MLR
henceforward), an extension of simple linear regression which
attempts to model the relationship between two or more explana-
tory variables (e.g. predictors) and a response variable (e.g. predic-
tand) by fitting a linear equation to observed data. The fit is
determined by minimizing the sum of the residuals between the
regression line and the observed data. A detailed description on
the theory of this technique is provided by Helsel and Hirsch
(2002). Regression-based methods have also been used in previous
works to downscale seasonal forecasts of temperature (see, e.g.,
Pavan et al., 2005).
In addition to the two PP techniques above described, which
work on a daily basis, we also considered a MOS implementation
of the multiple linear regression (MOS-MLR hereafter) working at
a monthly basis. For consistency, this technique relied on the same
predictors considered for the PP ones (T2 and SLP). In particular, for
each E-OBS gridbox, we considered as predictors the monthly
aggregated values at the four nearest EC-EARTH gridboxes. Note
that, as opposite to PP methods, MOS techniques are trained with
small data sample (e.g. 22 and 66 points for seasonal and monthly
implementations, respectively, for the 22-year hindcast available
for this work). Therefore, cross-validation is critical in this case
to avoid artificial skill due to overfitting (see, e.g. Robertson
et al., 2012). To assess the effect of cross-validation on the results
obtained, the above presented MOS-MLR technique was applied
with and without cross-validation. In the former case, a leave-
one-out (Lachenbruch and Mickey, 1968) scheme was considered,
in which each year was separately considered for test, keeping allthe remaining ones for calibration. Note that this was not done for
the PP methods since they are trained and tested with different
datasets (reanalysis and seasonal forecasts) and, thus, cross-
validation is not necessary (see a detailed discussion on this in
Manzanas et al., 2017).3. Results and discussion
In this section we evaluate the added value of downscaling in
terms of representativeness of the local climatology (mean values
and extremes) and improvement of model skill. Note that global
and dynamically downscaled forecasts have been interpolated to
the 0.25 E-OBS grid, using nearest neighbors, before validation.3.1. Representation of mean and extreme values
First, we analyze the biases of the different downscaling meth-
ods as compared to the biases found in the coarse predictions of
the EC-EARTH global model (second row of Fig. 2), using the E-
OBS observations as reference (first row). As a result of its limited
spatial resolution and the corresponding miss-representation of
important local features (as compared to E-OBS), EC-EARTH exhi-
bits strong biases in the mean and extreme (95th percentile:
P95) values, particularly over regions of complex topography, such
as the Alps and the Carpathians. In this regard, it is worth to note
that simple statistical corrections such as the standard lapse rate
(see, e.g., Sheridan et al., 2010) method may help to reduce these
orography-related biases. Likewise, sophisticated bias adjustment
techniques have been recently applied with the same purpose, cal-
ibrating the model outputs gridbox by gridbox to match local
observation statistics (Yoon et al., 2012). However, these tech-
niques can deteriorate the temporal structure (and skill) of the
model (Manzanas et al., 2017), so the dynamical and statistical
downscaling methods analyzed in this work should, in general,
be preferable alternatives for reducing the global model biases.
Fig. 2 (rows 3 to 7) shows the biases for the three dynamical
models considered in this work. The results from RACMO2 (for
both mean and extreme values) exhibit small biases. In agreement
with Kotlarski et al. (2014), the biases for the mean are mostly cold,
especially in the western Alps. With respect to the P95, biases are
both cold and hot, depending on the region. The strong warm bias
over the northern coast of Africa (a common feature for all models)
is most likely due to the scarce and unreliable observations which
entered E-OBS in this area. As compared to the EC-EARTH, note that
a clear added value is obtained for this model, which appropriately
represents the local statistical properties of observations. The WRF
model exhibits strong spatially-systematic cold biases over vast
parts of the continent, mainly over central Europe, which is in
agreement with the results obtained with ‘perfect’ (reanalysis)
boundary conditions in previous studies (see, e.g., García-Díez
et al., 2013, 2015; Katragkou et al., 2015). However, the spatial pat-
tern is more uniform (not so orography-driven) than the one corre-
sponding to the global EC-EARTHmodel. As such, very simple post-
processing correction approaches could be easily applied. For
instance, here we rescaled the results of the WRF model by consid-
ering its mean spatial bias, yielding significantly better results
(fifth row), although with significant biases over yet.
RegCM presents a strong warm bias over eastern Europe, both
in the mean (up to more than 3C in many areas) and in the P95.
Whereas the former is partially alleviated by means of the same
spatial rescaling applied to WRF, the latter remains mostly the
same. This positive bias of RegCM differs from the negative one
obtained in previous studies (see, e.g., Artale et al., 2010; Patarcˇic´
and Brankovic´, 2012). This may be explained by the particular con-
figuration adopted here for the BATS land-surface scheme
Fig. 2. Mean climatology and 95th percentile (in columns) of JJA mean temperature
for 1991–2012. First row shows the observed values, as represented by E-OBS. Rows
2–7 show the biases of the EC-EARTH and the different dynamical downscaling
products.
Fig. 3. Biases of the mean and 95th percentile (in columns) of JJA mean
temperature for 1991–2012 for the different statistical downscaling methods.
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tion used in Artale et al. (2010), the values of the minimum stom-
atal resistance for the main land-use types over eastern Europe
(mixed crop/farming and deciduous broad-leaf tree) have been
increased from 45 s m1 and 60 s m1 to 180 s m1 and200 s m1, respectively. This was done to decrease the release of
latent heat (which is especially relevant in summer) with the idea
of reducing the cold bias found by these authors. However, the
results obtained here have finally led to an over-compensation of
this error, which indicates that further adjustments are still needed
to obtain optimal performances for this model.
Differently to the global model, for which biases are found to be
mostly related to a misrepresented orography, these results indi-
cate that biases in the regional models seem to be more process-
related. Consequently, the spatial patterns can largely vary across
the regional models (see, e.g., the opposite biases found for WRF
and RegCM over France and eastern Europe, respectively). There-
fore, and despite it helps to considerably reduce the orographic
biases of the global model (both in the mean and in the P95), the
suitability of dynamical downscaling depends in general on the
region and model considered. For some cases, significant biases
are still present in the downscaled results and the application of
bias adjustment techniques may be a necessary post-processing
step previous to using these results for impact studies. This
approach (dynamical downscaling followed by bias adjustment)
has become a common practice in different user applications.
Nevertheless, as expected by construction, all the statistical
downscaling methods exhibit in general very small biases
(Fig. 3), especially for the mean (note that either PP or MOS meth-
ods are calibrated towards the observed climate). Although still
small, biases are slightly larger for extreme temperatures (P95),
which are not directly taken into account in the calibration process
(notice that the bias for the P95 can not be computed for the case of
the MOS-MLR since this technique provides only monthly data).
Indeed, for some regions, biases for P95 are comparable to those
exhibited by the RACMO2 model (the best among the regional
models). These results indicate the ability of statistical downscal-
ing to systematically reduce errors in different order moments,
from the mean to the P95, providing thus more realistic climate
information than global models do.
All the previous results proof that downscaling (and especially
statistical downscaling) provides a clear added value for user appli-
cations in those cases where regional/local calibrated information
Fig. 4. ROCSS found for EC-EARTH, the dynamical models and the statistical downscaling methods considered (in rows) for the cold, normal and warm tercile (left, central and
right column, respectively). Significant (a ¼ 0:1) values are indicated with a black dot. The blue rectangle represents the area considered in Fig. 5. For illustrative purposes, the
results for MOS-MLR without cross-validation are also shown in the last row.
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Fig. 5. Tercile plots (see the text) for EC-EARTH and the downscaled forecasts,
spatially averaged over the blue area highlighted in Fig. 4. Each plot displays, year
by year, the predicted probabilities (color scale) for each of the three terciles (in
rows, W: warm, N: normal, C: cold), together with the observed tercile (black
circles). Numbers within parenthesis on the right indicate the ROCSS for each
tercile.
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impact models. Note that, even for those impact applications
which require point-wise seasonal forecasts matching the local
observations’ statistics, downscaling is preferable to bias adjust-
ment techniques, whose suitability may be questioned due to the
scale gap between global model predictions and observations
(Maraun, 2016).
3.2. Skill and reliability
In this section we assess the performance of the downscaling
methods focusing on different aspects of forecast quality: accuracy
and reliability. The global direct forecasts from EC-EARTH are con-
sidered as a benchmark to evaluate the potential added value of
downscaling. Note that, even though all the dynamical and statis-
tical experiments performed here (with the exception of the MOS-
MLR technique) provided daily downscaled forecasts, the valida-
tion metrics described next were applied on the seasonal averages
(i.e. interannual series) computed from these daily values. In all
cases, E-OBS was used as reference observations.
On the one hand, accuracy measures the degree to what fore-
casts and observations agree. Here we use the ROC Skill Score
(ROCSS) as a measure of accuracy for probabilistic forecasts of each
of the three terciles (cold, normal and warm). The ROCSS is com-
puted as 2A 1, where A is the area under the ROC curve. The
ROC curve is obtained for binary probabilistic forecasts—different
probability thresholds as considered—as the proportion of occur-
rences that were correctly forecast versus the proportion of non-
occurrences that were incorrectly forecast. Therefore, the ROCSS
ranges between 1 (A ¼ 1: perfect forecast system) and 1 (A ¼ 0:
perfectly bad forecast system), with a zero value (A ¼ 0:5) indicat-
ing no skill compared with a climatological prediction. The ROCSS
is a reasonable first choice to communicate the value of a forecast
to the end-users (see, e.g. Manzanas et al., 2014) and it is recom-
mended by the Lead Centre for the Standardized Verification Sys-
tem of Long Range Forecasts (http://www.bom.gov.au/wmo/lrfvs/
index.html).
Fig. 4 shows the ROCSS obtained for EC-EARTH, the dynamical
models and the statistical methods for the cold, normal and warm
terciles. Black dots indicate statistically significant (a ¼ 0:1) values.
Although some regional differences are found across the different
methods, in general, neither dynamical nor statistical downscaling
greatly modify the skill pattern exhibited by EC-EARTH, which
exhibits the best results for south-eastern Europe (note the corre-
spondence with Fig. 1, which shows that the highest skill for the
predictors used is located in this region), and in particular for the
cold tercile. Specially interesting is to highlight the important role
that cross-validation plays for the case of the MOS-MLR. Whereas
this technique is found to provide the highest skill if no cross-
validation is considered, its results turn clearly worse than those
obtained for the two PP methods when the leave-one-out frame-
work is applied. This evidences the necessity of proper cross-
validation in monthly/seasonal MOS techniques and warns on
the credibility of some of the good results found in previous work
for this type of techniques.
To further analyze the effect of the downscaling approaches
applied, Fig. 5 shows, for the illustrative region indicated with a
blue rectangle in the upper-left panel of Fig. 4 (for which there is
some general positive skill), the tercile plots (Manzanas et al.,
2014) for the EC-EARTH and the different downscaled products.
Each plot displays, year by year, the predicted probabilities (as
obtained from the frequencies of the 15-member ensemble) for
each of the three terciles (in rows) in a white-to-orange colored
scale, together with the observed tercile (black circles). This figure
allows to visually inspect to what extent downscaling can modify
the interannual variability of the probabilities given by the globalmodel. Whereas there is a general agreement between the global
model and the different downscaling methods (particularly high
for certain cases, such as for the cold tercile in 1996), there are
some exceptions for which downscaling can introduce changes in
the global prediction. For instance, most of the methods signifi-
cantly increase the probability of the warm tercile for 2003
towards the observed value. Alternatively, there are also cases for
which downscaling can wrongly modify the prediction of the glo-
bal model (e.g. the normal tercile in 2000). Also, this figure shows
that part of the skill attained at this region may be attributable to
the existing simultaneous trends in both the observations and the
predictions (higher probabilities and tercile occurrences most fre-
quent for cold/warm terciles at the beginning/end of the period).
As a matter of fact, the ROCSS patterns shown in Fig. 4 turn weaker
when removing these trends (not shown)—in the case of the pre-
dictions, the trend of the ensemble mean is used to detrend each
individual member.
On the other hand, reliability measures how closely the forecast
probabilities of a certain event (e.g. occurrence of a particular ter-
cile) correspond to the actual chance of observing that event. To
assess this important aspect in seasonal forecasting, Weisheimer
and Palmer (2014) proposed a user-oriented scale with five relia-
bility categories: perfect (green), still very useful (blue), marginally
useful (yellow), not useful (orange) and dangerously useless (red).
These categories are based on the corresponding reliability dia-
grams; in particular on the relative position of the reliability line
and the uncertainty range around it, which is estimated by boot-
strapping. This classification has been recently modified by
Manzanas et al. (2017), who, within the marginally useful category,
differentiated those cases in which the reliability line lies within
the skill region, assigning to this new category (marginally useful +)
the dark yellow color (see the original work for further details
on the classification).
Reliability categories were computed for each of the eight
extended PRUDENCE zones (the same which were considered for
the calibration and application of the PP techniques). Within each
region, observations and probabilistic predictions for all the grid
boxes were joined into a single time-series in order to increase
Fig. 6. Reliability categories obtained for the EC-EARTH, the dynamical models and the statistical methods considered (in rows) for the cold, normal and warm tercile (left,
central and right column, respectively), over the eight PRUDENCE zones. Note that the northernmost regions are not shown for RegCM since they are not totally covered in
this model’s domain. See Manzanas et al. (2017) for details on the methodology used.
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and the downscaled products for each tercile. With the exception
of the Mediterranean region, EC-EARTH exhibits not useful or dan-gerously useful categories for most of the regions. Moreover, as for
the ROCSS, neither dynamical nor statistical downscaling greatly
alter the results found for the global model. As revealed from the
Fig. 7. JJA mean temperature anomalies for 2003, 2006, 2010 and 2012 (in rows), as represented by E-OBS, EC-EARTH, RACMO2 and PP-MLR (in columns).
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found across the distinct downscaling methods and regions are
due to spurious changes of category, which are related to the boot-
strapping process followed to estimate the uncertainty around
slope of the reliability line. Differently from Weisheimer and
Palmer (2014) and Manzanas et al. (2017), who considered a con-
fidence interval of 75% and 50%, respectively, here we used a more
conservative 90%. If this confidence interval is relaxed, the results
obtained tend to improve over northern Europe for the cold tercile,
passing from not useful to marginallly useful and/or marginally use-
ful + categories in many cases. Yet, these results suggest that other
approaches rather than downscaling, such as probability calibra-
tion techniques (Primo et al., 2009), might be needed to improve
the reliability of the global seasonal forecasts over Europe. Note
that the comments already made on the poorer performance of
the MOS technique (as compared to the PP ones) also apply here.
3.3. Heatwave events
The analysis performed in the previous section indicates the
overall performance of the global model and the different down-
scaling alternatives considered over the period 1991–2012. How-
ever, it is also important to assess their usefulness for predicting
particular conditions which can have important impacts on differ-
ent sectors. For instance, since the early 2000’s, a number of heat-
waves have affected various parts of Europe, with significant
socioeconomic impacts such as heat-related mortality and finan-
cial losses due to crop failure or wildfire damages. For this reason,
we focus in this section in the four severe heatwaves experienced
across many parts of Europe during the summers of 2003, 2006,
2010 and 2012, which were selected by the SPECS Cross-Cutting
Theme 3 (CCT3), in alignment with the ‘‘seasonal warm/dry case
study” experiment. Thus, the results presented here could be inter-
compared and evaluated from a wider (process-based) perspective
within the SPECS CCT3 framework. For instance, in accordancewith previous works (see, e.g., Hirschi et al., 2011; Patarcˇic´ and
Brankovic´, 2012), Eden et al. (2014) and Ardilouze et al. (2016)
have highlighted the importance of proper soil moisture conditions
for detection of the above heatwaves.
Fig. 7 shows the JJA mean temperature anomalies for these four
years (in rows), as represented by E-OBS, EC-EARTH, RACMO2 and
PP-MLR (in columns). The two latter were selected as representa-
tive of the dynamical and the statistical downscaling approach,
respectively. The large regional anomalies observed, which reached
4C in central Europe (2003), northern Europe (2006), Russia
(2010) and south-eastern Europe (2012), were not properly cap-
tured by EC-EARTH. In fact, not only the magnitude of the anomaly
(which is much lower in the global model), but also the spatial pat-
tern was wrongly predicted in most of the cases. Moreover, both
dynamical and statistical downscaling approaches yield very simi-
lar results to EC-EARTH, indicating that scarce added value should
be expected from downscaling for detection of heatwaves. Despite
this, if we focus only on the Mediterranean region indicated by the
black rectangle, there is still some room for optimism, with EC-
EARTH (and the corresponding downscaled forecasts) exhibiting
a reasonable degree of agreement with E-OBS. Yet, further research
is still needed in order to assess the performance of raw and down-
scaled seasonal climate data to forecast extreme indicators such as
hot/cold spells, which may be relevant for different practical
applications.
4. Conclusions
This work assesses the (possible) added value of downscaling
for seasonal forecasts of summer temperature over Europe. To do
this, we consider several dynamical regional models and statistical
methods which have been carried out in the framework of the
SPECS (http://www.specs-fp7.eu) and EUPORIAS (http://www.
euporias.eu) projects to downscale a state-of-the-art global model.
The following three aspects are evaluated: 1) representativeness
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ment of model skill, and 3) performance in particular extreme epi-
sodes (2003, 2006, 2012 and 2012 heatwaves).
First, our results show that, whereas the suitability of dynami-
cal downscaling for reducing the orographic biases of the global
model depends on the region and model considered, statistical
downscaling can systematically reduce errors in different order
moments, from the mean to the extremes (as represented by the
95th percentile here), providing thus more realistic climate infor-
mation than global models do. This can have important practical
implications for different user applications in a range of sectors
such as agriculture, energy, health or tourism, for which the use
of realistic seasonal forecasts is increasingly growing. However, it
is worth to notice at this point that, as a result of the calibration
step based on observations, statistical downscaling is expected to
reduce biases by construction. Thus, for a fairer comparison, other
factors such as bias adjustment of the final results or the use of bet-
ter soil moisture initialization strategies might be considered for
the case of dynamical models.
Second, no relevant added value is found in terms of model skill
improvement, neither for dynamical nor for statistical methods.
Both downscaling approaches lead to similar skill patterns (evalu-
ated by means of the ROC Skill Score here) with about the same
overall performance as the global model, which shows low-to-
moderate skill over most of the continent (the highest skill being
located over south-eastern Europe and for cold events). However,
the ROC Skill Score (ROCSS) is not sensitive to mean errors and
thus, other bias-dependent performance measures such as the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) or the Continuous Ranked Probability
Skill Score (CRPSS) could still indicate that some added value
may be obtained from downscaling. As for the ROCSS, no added
value is found in terms of reliability neither for dynamical nor
for statistical methods, all of them yielding similar results, overall
comparable to the ones provided by the global model.
Third, when focusing on particular heatwaves (2003, 2006,
2010 and 2012), dynamical and statistical methods are shown to
inherit the limitations of the global model, which fails in detecting
these anomalously hot episodes.
In summary, beyond the reduction of global model biases
(which is particularly evident for the case of statistical downscal-
ing), we have not found clear signal of the added value of down-
scaling, neither dynamical nor statistical, for seasonal forecasts of
summer temperature over Europe. Moreover, there is no clear
indication on which of the two approaches is preferable. In this
regard, as compared to statistical downscaling, it is important
to note the elevated requirements of dynamical downscaling in
terms of computing resources and time. With respect to the sta-
tistical methods, we have considered for this work two daily Per-
fect Prognosis (PP) and one monthly Model Output Statistics
(MOS) techniques. The MOS technique was found to provide
worse results than the PP ones for all validation aspects here con-
sidered when applied under a leave-one-out cross-validation
framework. However, as a result of the artificial skill that appears,
this technique becomes the best one if no proper cross-validation
is considered. This warns on the misuse of MOS methods for
monthly/seasonal forecasting.
The results from this work constitute the most comprehensive
to date intercomparison of dynamical and statistical downscaling
for seasonal forecasts on a continental scale. However, it must be
noticed that the conclusions drawn here are only for summer tem-
perature over Europe, and may be not extensible to other variables,
regions and seasons. Further investigation is still needed to provide
a more conclusive overview on the merits and limitations of
dynamical and statistical downscaling of seasonal forecasts.Acknowledgments
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